Sell Online With The Help of
Gemvision Custom Designs
Do you know that eCommerce has grown by 15% year- over
year? In the jewelry industry, that number is even higher23%. We keep those stats in mind day after day at
Gemvision. And because our main purpose is to help jewelers on
the digital age, we keep working on providing as many tools as
we can to make things even easier for our customers.

For many years, our customers have been looking to provide the
best experience to the end consumer, but what happens when
these end consumers want to buy online? Our duty is to offer
solutions to these challenges. Jewelers needs tools to create
jewelry from sketched and at the same time show all
these creations on their online channels.

The answer… MatrixGold
With MatrixGold, you can create any design from sketches and
now with the new update released this month, we have made
major strides on digital renders. You can read a list of
improvements available now and one of the highlights is the
new batch render feature.

The new Batch Render is a new tool that allows you to load all
the models that you want to render. You can apply materials,
environments and select what views do you want to render. Once
all these settings are applied, you just need to click the
button “render” and MatrixGold will do everything else by

itself.

MatrixGold will do all the combinations between models,
materials and views and will save them to your computer. The
extra step of waiting for the renders to be finished until
launching the next one is no more. MatrixGold will do it for
you.

Batch Render In Action
These renders can be posted online for you to sell without
spending a penny to have them made for display. This makes
eCommerce easy and allows you to create one-of-a-kind pieces
for your one-of-a-kind customers.

Find more online now at gemvision.com

